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In this breathtaking novel, New York Times bestselling author Joan Johnston weaves a
beguiling tale of two feuding familiesâ?the Blackthornes and the Creedsâ?and of two
extraordinary people: loner Owen Blackthorne and beautiful, headstrong Bayleigh Creed,
irresistibly drawn to each other despite the desperate odds against their love. Â Owen
Blackthorne is a lone wolf, a man who doesn’t need anyone. Then Bayleigh Creed appears on his
doorstep, demanding his help in locating her missing brother. Together they head into the desolate
West Texas wilderness, a Blackthorne and a Creed, mortal enemies obliged to join forces to survive.
Neither counts on the unwanted attraction that draws them together, or the bitter truths that will
force them apartâ?until the ruthless wilderness compels them to make life-and-death choices
between family and duty and love.
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Angana
It was an okay read overall, but there were a few things I didn't like. It was a little odd having so

many POVs (from different characters). It didn't help that I started to actively dislike a few of the
characters that I'm probably supposed to sympathise with. Even the heroine was incredibly annoying
for most of the book. One thing I don't understand is why there's no mention about the sacrifice that
the Creed family must've made to be able to send Bayleigh to vet school. I don't know what the cost
would be in America, but I'll assume it isn't cheap, especially seeing as how bad Billy couldn't afford
to go at all. Maybe it wasn't mentioned because Bayleigh just expected it as her due? That makes me
dislike her more. Summer is a spoiled brat. Blackthorn is a cheater and a horrible person - taking
three men to tie up and badly beat a man just to make a point. He's a liar and a cheat too. Ren
grossed me out with her cheating. Just no. I'll consider reading the next book, but only because I like
Billy and I want to see him make it.
TheFresh
I really enjoyed this book in the series. It was like going back and visiting old friends. Catching up on
what was happening to previous main characters, and finding out how secondary characters find
their soul mates, and moving all the various plots along. Some plot lines are solved, some are
introduced, and others twist and turns,keeping the reader's attention throughout.
Uttegirazu
The series is rather good. Very evil wife, mother in the mix.
Faezahn
Johnston makes her characters seem like relatives. Make sure you have all the books in the series so
you can pick up the next one and continue reading about another family member.
Frlas
good story
Fegelv
A fun read.
Tisicai
Great continuous book.
This was pretty good, but nowhere near Jodi Thomas for story.
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